
 
 

 

 

7.2 – Best Practices 

7.2.1 – Describe at least two institutional best practices 

Best Practice-I 

 

1. Title of the Practice This title 

should capture the keywords that 

describe the Practice.  

Padmashri Dr. Vitthalrao Vikhe Patil Memorial Lecture 

Series 

 

2. Goal Describe the aim of the 

practice followed by the institution. 

Brief the underlying principles or 

concepts in about 100 words. 

 The founder father of PRES Late Dr. Vitthalrao 

Vikhe Patil (Padmashri Awardee) has worked 

throughout his life for the upliftment of rural masses. 

He pioneered the cooperative sugar movement in Asia 

as a tool to boost social, political, economic and 

educational development in 

rural Maharashtra. 

 The lecture series is an attempt to keep his thoughts 

alive.  

 To focus on the contemporary issues related to 

various spheres of life.  

 To encourage the rural masses for rational thinking 

and develop social awareness among them. 

 To popularize the modern agricultural practices and 

farm management techniques among the farmers. 

 To imbibe the thoughts of social reformers and 

national leaders to instill the feelings of patriotism. 

3. The Context Describe any 

particular contextual feature or 

challenging issues that had to be 

addressed in designing and 

implementing the Practice in about 

150 words.  

 Padmashri Dr. Vitthalrao Vikhe Patil was a social 

activist and pioneer of the cooperative movement 

with the ostensible missionary aim to serve the 

people. He initiated the process of social 

empowerment, social upliftment and capacity 

building to encourage self-reliance. He believed that 

education, health care and higher women literacy rate 

improves the quality of life. 

 The series is successful in keeping alive and 

conveying his thoughts to various sections of the 

society. 

 Through this lecture series student of nearby schools 

and colleges, teachers and villagers get an opportunity 

to listen the eminent personalities from various fields. 

 The series helps the agrarian community to cater the 



 
 

knowledge about advances in agricultural technology.  

 The thoughts of social reformers and national heroes 

provoke feelings of patriotism and social harmony. 

4. The Practice Describe the Practice 

and its implementation. Include 

anything about this practice that may 

be unique in the Indian Higher 

Education. Also identify constraints 

or limitations, if any in 400 words.  

 Lecture Series is an intellectual feast for the audience. 

The College organizes the series on the campus for 

seven days every year in the month of December. The 

reputed personalities from the various fields i.e. 

Medicine, Sports, History, Education, Social, 

Cultural, etc. are invited to the series.  

 The execution of the lecture series is monitored by the 

organizing committee constituted by the institute.  

 The information regarding the schedule, speakers and 

topics etc. is communicated through press 

conferences, social media and other means well in 

advance. The college organizes the event in the 

evening after 5.30 pm, which is followed by the 

interactive session.  

 Eminent personalities and activists from various 

spheres of life are invited as speakers. The subjects 

are selected considering the various local and 

contemporary issues. The topics achieve the relevance 

and interpretation of the ideas in relation with present 

social, cultural and educational scenario. It aims at the 

orientation of the audience on various current issues. 

 The invited speakers offer new insights on various 

issues so that positive understanding of the present 

situation could be understood.  

 The response to the series is overwhelming. 

 Till today about 131eminent personalities have 

addressed from the dais on various issues. 

 Eminent speakers 2019-20: Sau. Rajashri Gagare, 

Dr.Sanjay Kalmkar, Mr. Charudatt Aphale,Mr. 

popatrao Pawar, Sau. Rucha Ghanekar, and Dr. 

Sachin Parab. We also invite our alumnus, who has 

established himself in his field. 

5. Evidence of Success Provide 

evidence of success such as 

performance against targets and 

benchmarks and review results like 

What do these results indicate? 

Describe in about 200 words. 

 The lecture series has been fruitful in imbibing the 

thoughts of Padmashri Dr. Vitthalrao Vikhe Patil 

among the students, staff and citizens. The 

overwhelming response and increasing number of 

audience itself is an evidence of its success. 

 Even though most of the audience is from a rural 

background, but due to the overwhelming response 

and a large number of students getting a platform for 

interacting with various speakers, has gained 

popularization of this lecture series. 

 The success of the lecture series lies in the selection 

of the subject, topic and the speakers belonging to 

social, medical, political, economical, educational 



 
 

areas etc. It is an intellectual feast for the audience, 

which has woven the ideas of the speakers in a 

systematic manner with relevance to the 

contemporary issues. 

 In the modern world, our society needs qualitative 

with quantitative improvement in the daily walks of 

life. Political, spiritual, social, historical, agricultural, 

technological, medical and educational elites put 

effort for productive and creative solutions to the 

problem by thinking in a rational manner. With this 

background the following topics are addressed 

through this lecture series. 

 6. Problems Encountered and 

Resources Required Please identify 

the problems encountered and 

resources required to implement the 

practice in about 150 words.  

 The availability of dates of speakers is a major 

constraint and hence the two months prior planning 

has to be done. 

 In any unavoidable circumstances, substitute speakers 

are to be arranged.  

7. Contact Details Name of the 

Principal: Name of the Institution: 

City: Pin Code: Accredited Status: 

Validity Period: Work Phone: Fax: 

Website: E -mail: Mobile: 

Principal : Dr. P. M. Dighe 

Loknete Dr.Balasaheb Vikhe Patil 

(Padma Bhushan Awardee) 

Pravara Rural Education Society's 

Padmashri Vikhe Patil College of Arts Science & 

Commerce Pravaranagar 

City- Loni, Taluka - Rahata, District - Ahmednagar(MS) 

 Pin Code - 413713  

Accredited Status: NAAC Accredited Grade 'A'  

Validity Period: 8 Feb. 2019 to 07 Feb. 2024 

Phone: 02422-273425 

Fax:02422- 273426 

E -mail:pvpcollege@gmail.com 

Mobile: 9423787415 
 

 

Best Practice-II 

1. Title of the Practice This title 

should capture the keywords that 

describe the Practice.  

Promoting Scientific Temper among the Rural Students in 

and around the Institution (by the students for the 

students)  

2. Goal Describe the aim of the 

practice followed by the institution. 

Brief the underlying principles or 

concepts in about 100 words. 

 Learning through hands on experiences  

  Imbue Scientific attitude  

 Harnessing interest success stories from 

interdisciplinary fields.   

 Imparting practical based knowledge from mind to lab 

and lab to land.  

 Coupling of traditional and modern knowledge 

resources for healthy life style.  

3. The Context Describe any 

particular contextual feature or 

 Bridging the gap between the actual knowledge of 

students and advanced scientific knowledge through 



 
 

challenging issues that had to be 

addressed in designing and 

implementing the Practice in about 

150 words.  

experiments and demonstrations.  

 The practical based knowledge built confidence 

among rural students and enhances their imagination 

power and technical skills.  

 Reaching out to deferent sections of the society for 

creating awareness about educational avenues and 

technological know-how.  

  The present event implements acquisition of 

knowledge of various subjects as interdisciplinary 

approach.  

 Students are given an opportunity to think out of box 

and imbue their innovative ideas.  

4. The Practice Describe the Practice 

and its implementation. Include 

anything about this practice that may 

be unique in the Indian Higher 

Education. Also identify constraints 

or limitations, if any in 400 words.  

 The institute implements this activity by organizing 

science exhibition, commerce festival and poster 

presentations on various contemporary issues.  

 Students are encouraged to carry experiments 

demonstration and conduct the events.  

 The institute provides the opportunity to the student to 

participate and get advantage of the activities 

conducted under this practice. 

 Students get exposure as students from nearby schools 

are invited to visit the event. 

 Guidance and popularization of advance technology is 

done by arranging visits to the nearby rural areas.  

 The faculties also assign duties to look after the whole 

events as coordinators so that the activity can be 

conducted smoothly.  

 College students get benefited of showing their hidden 

talent and event management skill through internship 

and incentives. 

 Institute arranges lectures of renowned persons, field 

visit and industrial visits for   experienced learning.  

 Interfaculty research activities have promoting the 

interdisciplinary learning among the students.  

5. Evidence of Success Provide 

evidence of success such as 

performance against targets and 

benchmarks and review results like 

What do these results indicate? 

Describe in about 200 words. 

 Participation of college students in science exhibition 

360 and 4789 students from nearby 11 schools had 

visited the event.  

 The exhibition motivated and develop scientific 

temper among the students. This helped in increasing 

the participation of school students at taluka level 

math-Science exhibition.  

 The participation in 'Avishkar' a research competition 

organised by affiliating University has increase.  

 6. Problems Encountered and 

Resources Required Please identify 

the problems encountered and 

resources required to implement the 

practice in about 150 words.  

 Sponsorship  for the  preparation of models at school 

level  

 Willingness of students participation  

 



 
 

7. Contact Details Name of the 

Principal: Name of the Institution: 

City: Pin Code: Accredited Status: 

Validity Period: Work Phone: Fax: 

Website: E -mail: Mobile: 

Principal : Dr. P. M. Dighe 

Loknete Dr.Balasaheb Vikhe Patil  

(Padma Bhushan Awardee) 

 Pravara Rural Education Society's 

Padmashri Vikhe Patil College of Arts Science & 

Commerce Pravaranagar; City- Loni, Taluka - Rahata, 

District - Ahmednagar(MS); Pin Code - 413713  

Accredited Status: NAAC Accredited Grade 'A'  

Validity Period: 8 Feb. 2019 to 07 Feb. 2024 

Phone: 02422-273425; Fax:02422- 273426 

E -mail:pvpcollege@gmail.com 

Mobile: 9423787415 

 


